Ref. No: 3/NAB/T/516 (of 30/9/1960)

Issued: 9/3/1961

Copy No: 201

REFERENCE TO
OGLI, "OÇO" AND "BÜRGAS" (1944)

From: MOSCOIV

To: ISTANBUL

No: 158

21 Sept. 44

[47 groups unrecovered]

[D] use OGLI[OGLI][a]. [4 groups unrecovered] "OÇO"[i] and "BÜRGAS"[i1]
[2 groups unrecovered]. Make the contacts and telegraph us.

No. 43712

VIKTOR[111]

Note: [a] The Turkish suffix "OGLI" means "son of".

Comments: [i] OÇO : Unidentified cover-name.

[i1] BÜRGAS : 